
VA’s Exposure Ed App
A mobile tool for providers to inform discussions with Veterans 
regarding their history of military-related exposures

OVERVIEW OF EXPOSURE ED 

Exposure Ed is a free mobile app designed by VA to help educate health care 
providers about military-related exposures, so they can better serve our nation’s 
Veterans. 

The app provides health care providers with information and resources on a variety of military 
exposures (e.g., Agent Orange, burn pits, fuels) and related VA policies and programs.  

With Exposure Ed, providers can: 

• Search for information about military exposures and related VA policies and programs using the 
following filters - Exposures, Date/Location, and Conflicts;

• Obtain “Provider Tips” from VA such as questions to ask Veterans during their medical appointments;

• Build notes during medical appointments or consultations and distribute them to Veteran patients via 
e-mail or printing; and

• Identify the location of nearby VA facilities, such as medical centers, clinics, and Vet Centers for patients.

VERSION 2.0 OF EXPOSURE ED 

Version 2.0 of Exposure Ed was launched in November 2023 and includes several significant updates that providers 
should be aware of, such as:

Nearby VA facilities are now easier to find: The app now incorporates Location Services, enabling users 
to easily find the nearest VA facilities to their current location;

VA contact information: Health care providers can now conveniently locate points of contact at VA to 
share with patients (e.g., for discussing benefits);  

Recent announcements from VA HOME: Version 2.0 provides access to recent announcements from 
HOME regarding military exposure issues, including recently published HOME newsletters; and 

PACT Act Information: Providers can easily access information on benefits provided by the PACT Act and 
the purpose of Toxic Exposure Screening.

DOWNLOAD EXPOSURE ED NOW

For more information and to download the Exposure Ed app on your iOS and Android 
device, please scan the QR code or visit Exposure Ed | VA Mobile.

https://mobile.va.gov/app/exposure-ed#provideappfeedback

